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Vol. 24:4 
Loa~s Update
UB Mooters New York Steps UpTo Compete 
At Nationals Default Collections 
Third-year students Dan Pease (le ft) and New York State Higher Education Services Corporation 
Bill Hochul will represent U/8 Law School at (HESC) places a high priority on preventing student loan 
the NattOna l Moot Court Competition defaults as well as collecting on defaulted loans. 
reg ionals on Nov. 17-19 in Syracuse . More 
than 1b0 schools natio nwide are sending Several surveys, conducted.both by the Corporation and in­
. 'teams to this competition; Hochul and Pease dependent agencies. indicate that first time borrowers appea r 
will compete in the regionals against teams to be the most likely candidates for de fault . A major con­
from schools in M aine, New Hampshire. Ver-. tributing fa ctor to defaults is a lack of understanding by the mont. Connecticut and upstate New York . 
One or two teams trom r ach region will ad ­ student of availabl e alternatives. HESC has repeatedly inten­
vance to the finals in New York City in sified efforts to provide students with such information . A 
. Ja nuary statement is provided students a t the time they receive their 
f,irst loan clearly listing the ir rights under the Guaranteed Stu -
BaIdy: Center of Attention for Pol icy ffft~~~i~~~~~~~~n:f~~~ 
that schools conduct an exit in­by Jud Weiksnar the Baldy Advisory Commit­ One place you probably won't . terview with each student who 
tee, which includes some find a joint-degree !ltudent is in The Baldy Center also spon' has a guaranteed student loan 
Every year there are a few names yoo might recognize: a standard law firm. If that's sors brown bag lunches which prior to leaving school. The 
more of them-those law Jim Atleson, Virginia Leary, what they wanted, . they pro­ all' are encouraged to attend, cor­Corporation periodically
students who aren't satisfied Isabel Marcus, Errol bably would have realized it speaker series, and workshops responds with students remin­
with a B.A. and a J.D., who Meidinger, David Engel, before they got to the disserta­ on topics such as toxic waste, ding_them of their responsibili­
won't be satisfied · until there Richard Tobin, and, Murray tion stage. law and deviance, and law and ty to contact their lenders, 
are at least three more letters Levine. Public Law students have economics . Announcements especially if they are experien­
after their name: P-h-D.' There are presently 20 done a variety of projects in for those events are posted cing financial difficulty affec­
Tt)ele are about 20 stud~nts students enrolled in -the 5-year conjunction with the Baldy regularly around the law ting their ability to meet their 
getting J.D.'s and fh.D.'s in Law and Policy Studies Joint­ Center, ranging from clams to school. loan repayment schedule. A 
th!;!se fields: Political Science, Degree program, also known housing inspection to .geron-· Just because you tossed well-informed student is the 
Philosophy, History, as the Public Law program. tology . ' (Guess how most aside .that joint-degree flyer least likely st~dent to default. 
Economics ·and American Five are in 'their first year of the students find a dissertation that came with your _ law HESC also stresses string~nt 
Studies. Many others, however, program, five in the second, topic-by working on a project school application materials due diligence requirements
s~k ·.that thlrd degree · in' a four in the third, ifnd six in th~ in that ·are-a -tor ·tlle Baldy doesn't m~an it's , too .late to 
·with lenders requir~ng an inten­
nebulous discipline known as fo1,1rth. Although 'nobody has Ci!r1ter.} tach year one, two; or ·apply to the program. Stop ·in sive lender effort to help the 
Policy Studies. Those are the actually done it yet, the idea is three Public Law students 'also to room 511 and tell Anne, one student avoid a default claim. 
people you'll find at . . . The to take Law and Policy S'tudies ass;st in the publication of the of the law school's truly If such efforts fail, the Cor­
Baldy Center. j:Urricula concurrently, taking Law and Policy . Quarterly as outstanding secretaries, that poration also tries to help the 
The Baldy Center, located at the bar exam after either the student editors. The L & P Q is you'd like to see Wendy, and borrower prior to defaulting 
511 O'Brian, is SUNY-Buffalo's third or fourth year, and quali­ an interdisciplinary journc!,1, she'll be glad to give you the loan. A well-trained.staff of 
Center for Law and Social fying exams in Policy Studies ·devoted to the critical analysis whatever information you corporate employees serve as 
Policy. It was established in · shortly before or after the bar. of law in the policy process. need. 
continued on page J1977 and is supported by a be­ The fifth year is spent writing 
quest from Christopher Baldy and defending a dissertation, 
for the· purpose of facilitating which, _for those of you un­
interdisciplinary work in law familiar with the task, is like a Students Run Sky/on Marathon 
and related social science term pctper to the 99th power. EDITOR 'S NOTE: The author weeks which include several Buffalo skyline. Water. ERG,disciplines. Barry Boyer · and Public Law students actually ran in this years Sk ylon ; his runs of 18 miles apiece. The and oranges- to offset the 
we·ndy Katkin are director and begin 'working on their disser­ time has been classified by the final week or so preceeding the potentially crippling effects of 
assistant director, respectively, tations well' 't>efore their fifth Canadian government. marathon was a nightmare, dehydration in the latter
of the Baldy Center. John year. ; by Kurt Amend plagued by lack of sleep, miles-were available by mileThomas, head of the Policy ·What does one do with a The tenth running of the countless blisters, handfuls of five, and every three milesStudies departmeot, has also J.11.iPh.D.? Theoretically it Skylon International Marathon Ben-Gay, undue neuros·es, the thereafter . Curiousplayed a key · role in the prepares you for a job in began sharply at 10:00 a.m., agony of imagined_defeat, and shopkeepers and sleepydevelopment of the joint­ government. academia, or ad­ October 15, 1983, on .a crisp, unabashed apathy toward (yes, residents of Fort Erie cheereddegree program:- These three rn in is tr at ion, but . the fall Saturday morning. Approx­ it happens) law school. as the race eased into its mid­
are· assisted their work by pqssl.,ilities an~ reilllY .endless. 
Students relax to music after last Friday's' hayride. More Photos on 
page 9. · ' 
What's Inside: Lega-1 Services 
'Debate ContinL.teS .. '. Pa2e ·2 
''. 
' ,', ••, ,, f , ,· , . · , . · . ·, , ,' ,' , ·,· •• · , ·•• · ,·,·. · .·, ·. ·.·, · . · .· ,·, ·, 
imately 1,544 competitors Although running the race was dle distances . 
entered the gmeling 26 mile, no joy ride, making it to the And then suddenly, almost 
385 yard race, with 1,193 day of the marathon in one without warning, a quiet 
finishing the full distance. It piece comprised much of the descended onto the runners . In 
was a race spared the shifting, battle. my still-young, amateurish ven­
harsh winds and icy rain of last The Skylon began at the ture into the world of. long­
year's event. Sunny skies, gen­ base of a slight hill behind the distance running, this stillness 
tle breezes , and 50-60° Albright-Knox Art Gallery in has been a constant, though 
tempera tu res .prevailed Buff11lo. Nervous chatter and hardly reassuring, feature of 
throughout. most of the day. cheers from the crowd every race. Family and friends 
Still, a·marathon is a test of en­ characterized the first mile, a · are miles away. Water stops af­
durance, _and this year's Skylon distance in which it is critical ford temporary solace. Yet it is 
was no exception. to start slowly. The course pr<>: time to bear down; to ignore 
First, several words about ceeded through west Buffalo, the lbw rumbling of complaint 
preparation for the race (my with supportive relatives , in the joints, muscles, tendons, 
first marathon). The half-baked friends, and other spectators and lungs; to retain the pace 
idea to submit oneself to the lining the sveets. At mile four, which has begun to take its toll 
rigors of training for, and then warmed up and finally finding on the body. In this middle 
running, the 26.2 mile event their strides, runners met the stage, approximately miles ten 
took hold over the course of lone hill of any consequence to eighteen, pacing oneself 
several beer-soaked conversa­ at the Peace Bridge between with . others can be crucial as a 
tions late last winter. The train- Canada and the United States. means of fending off the rising 
. ing program selected can be In its infancy, the race was still fatigue. 
found in the February, 1981 no more than an enjoyable The ·brother of a friend once 
edition of Runner's World, one Saturday morning run ._ said that the marathon really 
of many first-time marathon . Miles four through eight doesn't begin until mile twen­
training programs available. turned south past old Fort Erie ty. Perhaps an overstatement, 
The regime involves twelve and then north again along the but the gist is accurate. Miles 
weeks of steady ru"ning, shores of Lake Erie, providing eighteen to twenty-five are the 
culminating, in two 60 milEr several panoramic views of the continued-on page · "/2 
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Editorial 
''Us'~ and ''Them'' 
The University at Buffalo Law School brings together more 
than a thousand students, faculty and staff members for a com­
mon purpose. The size of our community is, at once, a blessing 
and a curse. We are blessed with the range of backgrounds, 
outlooks and areas of expertise that such a body brings 
tog.ether; yet at the same time we suffer impersonality and lack 
of a well-defined common purpose. In recent weeks, the 
burdens of disparity among us have loomed larger than the 
benefits of diversity. This law school seems less and less a com­
munity of legal scholars, and more and more an amalgamation 
of over-zealous legal advocates . 
Has any individual in O'Brian Hall escaped this trend? The 
rumor mill is abuzz with tales of fighting among some student 
organizations and of factions within others . These students are 
simply following what they have been taught: choose a side and 
then defend it. Unfortunately, our adversary-system training 
has not addressed the question of when to stop defending our 
respective sides. In our academic lives, of course, the answer is 
self-evident: the advocacy ends when the exam is over . In real 
life, on the other hand, there is rarely as arbitrary a cut-off point 
as a time limit or the end of a bluebook . As a result, some of 
these squabbles among students have reached a point where 
resolving them becomes difficult if not impossible. 
This advocacy of advocacy is not surprising considering the 
philosophy of legal education under which it arose. It is a credit 
to the "Buffalo Model" that we are told when a legal question 
has no real answer. At the same time, it is unfortunate that 
many students have concluded from this uncertainty that 
zealous advocacy is a substitute method of obtaining the truth . 
What has resulted is almost reminiscent of ancient English 
methods of determining truth-an intellectual "trial by battle." 
Our legal ancestors abandoned such practices, not because 
they never worked, but because they often worked at too high a 
human price. We condone, even encourage, use of the adver­
sary system in our careers, but by honing our advocacy skill on 
each other in extra-legal and quasi-legal contexts, we must 
sacrifice some of our compassion and ignore our otherwise 
natural inclinations to see the compromise and common-s_ense 
solutions ' to the differences that arise a·mong us . 
We suspect that overzealous advocacy would be less of a 
problem at U/B Law School if all of us Were more acquainted 
with one another from non-adversary contexts. It is unfor­
tunate, however, that these opportuniti~s are few and far bet­
ween. Try to ri:!member the last time that all (or even most) of 
the voices in this school sounded in unison. Those who do ac­
tively encourage activism on the part of the entire community 
are often dismissed as "campus radicals" before their critics 
even listen to what they have to say. This indifference to poten­
tial unifying causes may be a consequence of the way most of 
O'Brian 's denizens see · themselves . All too many members of 
the faculty , staff and student body see themselves as an in­
dividual first , and perhaps as a member of a subgroup withing 
the community second, and only then (if then) as a contributor 
to the law school community as a whole. While there is nothing 
wrong with assertrng an identity within a smaller group (as "we" 
at The Opinion often do in this column), the assertion of that 
identity should not come at the expense of the whole. 
"We" - all of us within the U/8 Law community - should be ac­
tively discussing our common purpose w.ilhin O 'Brian Hall, or 
else inquiring into issues outside these waf Is, in search of c~uses 
in which we can unite with each other rather than argue with 
one another. 
It is possible that the recent divisiveness of which we com­
plain is merely a passing sign of the season. Many of us have 
become preoccupied, even obsessed, with Robert Remedial, 
Moot Court or Career Development (circle one or more), and 
these concerns, rather than our adversarial inclinations, may be 
the cause for the recent shortening of tempers. If not, however, · 
a long and uncomfortable winter could lie ahead . !"low is_ the 
time to rpconsi'kr our stances, before the heat of our previous 
C..ommentary . _ . .• __ . • 
Legal Services Politics, 
Policies Protect the Poor 
. : 11., J! :,by Clare Piro 
·1' ·irn 1u1 ,i:, unr 
My 'fast response to the arti­
cle on Legal Services lobbying 
efforts in the October 12, 1983 
edition of The Opinion was ex­
treme rage . Two hours later, 
when I had calmed down suffi­
ciently enough to actually 
finish r-eading the article, I was 
still angry but also confused 
over what exactly the staff at­
torneys of the Legal Services 
Corporation (LSC) did that was 
so "bad." 
Mr. Cass implies thaf Alan 
Radar's explanation of why he 
distributed his legal services 
office's funds to lobby to 
defeat California's Proposition 
9 was a sort of backhand at­
tempt to "get around" the U.S. 
Code's prohibition of con­
tributing LSC funds to oppose 
such a referendum. That im­
plication is wholly unwar­
ranted. A lawyer has a respon­
sibility to advocate her client's 
interests, and those _interests 
for a leg~I services lawyer 
primarily are receiving public 
benefits at a level which meets 
the basic necessities of life. 
Letter 
NLG Seeks 
State Prison 
Reformation 
To the Editor: 
Those of us working with the 
National Lawyers Guild, Buf­
falo Chap~er are not surprised 
at the recent events at Attica. 
Since the rebellion of 1971, 
conditions at Attica as wer'l as 
at other New York State 
prisons have not changed 
much. Guard brutality, poor 
medical care and poor quality 
food still plague the lives of in­
mates. Though the 1971 Attica 
rebell ion and subsequent 
prison uprisings such as the re­
cent Ossining situation have 
directed public attention to 
these problems, not much has 
been done to ameliorate the 
situation. 
We don't need any more 
studies of prison condi­
tions -we know how in­
humane our prisons are . What 
we need is a comprehensive 
and practical program of im­
p rove men ts to be im­
plemented immediately. Such 
a program could include effec-
tive grievance procedures to 
deal with instances Of guard 
brutality, better training for 
guards, higher quality medical 
staff and facilities and a more 
effective job training program 
for inmates. 
And we need constant and 
honest media coverage bf all 
state prisons. It is too easy to 
sho\(e people behind bars and 
call that a solution to crime. 
By maintaining inhumane 
prisons, we just aggravate an 
already alarn;iing problem. 
· ~e.A_:1 ~~~1~, look to r~-
or g~lll ?; f,'il,~ .- pur economic 
prioriti~s to .channel resources 
into job creation rather than 
our own annihilation, as a 
more reasonable and inclusive 
response to crime. Otherwise, 
prison uprisings will cont(nue 
with increasingly fatal results. 
Sincerely, Hollie L~vine for the 
Lobbying is considered within 
the scope of a lawyer's ad­
v-0cating, and large corpora­
tions routinely hire attorneys 
to lobby on legislation that will 
affect their interests . So what 
is wrong with legal services at­
torneys properly advocating 
their clients' interests to ensure 
their clients' continued receipt 
of public benefits? 
. I similarly fail to understand 
what would be the terrible con­
sequences if legal services of­
fices were allowed to follow 
the philosophy of "marshalling 
the forces of law . . to com­
bat the causes and effects of 
poverty," to issue training 
guides which aid community 
organizations and public in­
terest groups, and to attempt 
to ·.remedy injustices by 
changing the law." Perhaps 
this sounds naive, but I always 
thought lawyers were suppos­
ed to do good things like fight 
injustices and ensure that the 
poor receive their legal rights. 
I see nothing wrong with at­
torneys helping community 
groups become aware of their 
rights and teaching how to pro­
tect them, especially in light of 
the fact that everyone con­
cedes it is impossible for legal 
services offices to' help every 
person who needs their 
as•sistance. If LSC was designed 
to render free legal services to 
those who need but cannot af­
ford such services, there is no 
oetter way to reach the 
greatest number of "people 
than by educating the low­
income community so they 
can help themselves with the 
relatively minor problems, and 
thus saving the limited 
Commentary 
resources of legal services of­
fices for the more serious 
cases . Examples include 
groups advocating the rights of 
tenants, welfare recipients, the 
homeless, and the mentally 
and physically handicapped. I 
agree that there is a serious 
problem when it is necessary 
for. legal services attorneys and 
law clerks to hold weekly lec­
tures and classes to explain 
what benefits the poor are en­
. titled to since the.~artment 
of Social Services often fails to 
correctly perform that func­
tion . But that problem is ob­
viously not caused by the at­
torneys a:nd .students who 
volunteer their time to com­
munity organizations in addi­
tion to performing their daily 
responsibilities. 
In warning·-us how the LSC is 
defying elected political 
leaders "with bureaucratic 
guerilla tactics" that should be 
checked before there is a 
"huge anti-LSC movement," 
Mr. Cass fails to recognize that 
there is an enormous distinc­
tion between the lSC ad­
ministrators and the local legal 
services staff attorneys and 
directors, and that a huge anti­
LSC movement has been in ef­
fect since Reagan took office. 
The Reagan administration 
has systematica.lfy tried to dis­
band the LSC by such actions 
as drastically ~utting LSC 
budgets, recommending not to 
extend the LSC when its 
statutory authority ran out, 
severely limiting the types of 
cases the attorneys' may han­
dle, and naming highly con­
troversial board members, in­
continued on page 4 
Boris' Buffalo Law 
& BJ izz-ard Blues 
nounced). I expect we'll hear 
those immortal classics, "You' 
ve Got a Nice Foot Gordon 
Lightfoot" and "He's Such a 
Goy Boy." 
I ho'pe everyone has their 
Hiking Boots SnoSealed by 
now. U.B. will be having 
helicopter patrols and 
Sorry I missed you last week, 
but I was busy testifying for 
the NLAA (National Legal 
Academic Association), It 
seems that even Buffalo is guil­
ty of massive, systematic 
recruiting violations and I 
do1,.1bt you'll be seeing our 
Moot Court Team on national 
t.'v. or in Bowl Games this 
season. When asked to com­
ment on this situation, our 
fearless Dean admitted that he 
had plied recent Ivy League 
Honors graduates with offers 
ofn,f-1fl'1mited Rooties Wings 
(hofl, .and Porsches. Expect to 
hear something soon from the 
NLAA and don't be disa~ 
pointed if you have to return 
your "Entertainment Card" to 
the SBA. · · 
Look to see the Cylindrical 
Devices in their first live per­
formance since the release of 
their greatest hits album,
;1rnuments arid the aressures of finals cause us to be ever more 
•T:":cp ... , r·,.; I ·••q.J ,n J l ( J) j\ J'il l , Hd 1)')\ r., r f • .,, ,.13yff_.alo . n,!1pt_er . cif the Na- , .0\1¥,eql{ ,,~ng ,,Pi1'[1on~s this 
t-iardenec li our positions tHan we c1lrea y ~re . 
} 
1 
tional Lawyers Gutld Halloween ~venue yet'fo'- be 'an-
H.rJ.~~ .· i.. """iCJO n :H ,,,f •~o :>( • . . 
• • .. 1 , •. , • , -~..·,ntnn Qf-tob f 2fi. 1,1n .. , . . . . . . ' , . , ,, , , ,,,, , .,.~;~ ,- • ., , , .v, · •,r,• . , . . , ,, , , , , . . . , I t• ••• I t' I I I , I!• I I , 
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emergency evacuation teams 
all winter for any wayward 
students coming in from the 
parking lot. The best advice for 
anyone who comes in after 
10:00 a .m. is to wear-wool and 
bring a compass. Just in case, 
you may want to check out the 
sal'e at Eastern Mountain 
Sports-they've got down bags 
good to minus 20° for less than 
S200.00, and 'those babies will 
come in real handy if you're 
forced into the back parking 
lots. Cross c~untry skis are 
. good for Dorm Residents, but 
habitually late ~rivers shou_ld 
at least consider a snowmobile 
for getting to school on th?se 
snowy mornings. Snowmobiles 
aren't covered by parking rules 
as far as I know, so you should 
be able to get close enough _to 
avoid that painful frostbite 
that plagued so many drivers 
last year. By the way, FirSt 
Years, winter here is as. bad as 
you've been led to believe, an? 
aceording to Soviet pilots, it 
looks like this year is going to 
be,~%tl c '1'1Arly bad.: ' 1 Ooe -Svld~-'nya,'<tibris 
/,•'I 
Commentary 
The Time Hcis Come To Talk of Many Things: 
. OU r· ·L,·. ,:· ~!~~t,on aga.inst the defaulted Put ·Some ·E ntertainlllent in y The number of loans refer­
by Andy H. Viets 
. After the last edition of The 
.Opinion ·hit the newsstands; I 
· immediately began to elicit 
comment~ from my peers with 
respect to the column publish­
ed in that paper by yours ttuly 
(you remember, the one all 
about inv summer vacation in 
·. Santa. Barbara). I was truly in- . 
tere~ted in the thoughts of the 
people. Well, all right, I was 
also : concerned · with getting 
people j.ust to read the damn-
. ed thing. - No matter. From 
. those I was able .to corner, I 
receiv~d the . following 
remarks: 
1). from . someone who works 
· in the library-':'l'm sorry, but I 
avoid,,. reading T;he Opinion at 
.au costs::' · 
2) From that same person 
· after being bodily threatened 
if he · didn't read .it->How 
much .did the· Santa .Barbara 
chamber of Commerce pay 
you to.w11te this?" You can see 
what kind of respect I get 
around this plac;e. 
3) From one of-the people I 
share · an apartment with; who 
was referred to in the very first 
paragraph of the 
article-''What, you don't 
even mention my name?" 
There's gratitude for you. 
4)· From the ·other person I 
live. · with, who was quoted 
about his workio.g for the big­
gest anp baddest law firm in. all 
of Suffolk County-"Did I 
really_ 1 say that?" Thanks a 
lot-statements like that do 
~onders for my credibility as a 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26 3:00. p.m., Room 410, Clemens 
Music: Hall, Amherst campus . 
The University Philharnionia, Shechner is the author of an 
directed by Alan Heather­ essay on Woody Allen includ­
ington, performs at 8:00 p.m., 
Slee · Concert Hall, Amherst 
campus. 
Poetry Reading: 
Gloria Oden, professor of 
English at the University of 
/'-'iarvland, reads from her 
poetry at 8:00 p.m., Woldman 
Theatre, Norton Hall, Amherst• 
campus. Oden published her 
first book, a collection of son­
nets, in 1952. But after the still­
u nsolved· murders of her 
mother and eldest sister in 
their Washington, D.C., home, 
she 'began .to write verse 
me.moirs. T~ poetry editor of 
Ms. magazine has called 
Oden's The Tie That Binds "a 
moving ti'ibute to a specific 
black. 'church family' and the 
tenacity of their love." 
tHURSDA Y, OCTOBER 27 
Film: 
·The Year ot Living Dangerously 
(Peter · Weir, _1982), well­
received Australian film about 
a young Australian journalis.t 
who, while stationed in Java, 
becomes involved with both 
dvil disturbances and a 
beautiful woman from the 
British Embassy, 4:30, 7:00 and 
9:30 p.m., Woldman Theatre, 
No~on Hall, Amherst campus. 
Admission, .first show only, 
' $1.25, students; $2.25, • non­
students. Later screenings, 
$1.75, · students; $2.25, non­
students. 
Lecture: 
Dr. Mark Shechner, lJB pro­
fessor of English, discusses 
"frol'(l Harosis to Neurosis: 
Jewish Fahles of ldentltv," atJ -1 , 1 , cl ' 
ed in the recently-published 
From Hester Street to 
Hollywood: . The Jewish­
American Stage and Screen. He 
contributed the essay on 
Jewisli writers to the Harvard 
Guide to Contemporary 
American Writing, and has writ­
ten articles for the New York 
Times, The Nation and The 
New Republic. 
Miscellaneous: 
Open Mike: Singers, music;ians, 
dancers, et al, are invited to 
· perform at 8:00 p.m., Harriman 
Hali, Cafeteria, Main. Street 
campus. Sign-up sheet 
available at 7:30 p.m. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28 
Conference on Science and 
the Paranormal: 
Science, Skepticism and the 
Paranormal: The Committee 
for the Scientific Investigation 
of ·claims of the Paranormal
will hold an international 
'meetin1 . of its members 
through October 29, Friday, in 
Slee Concert Hall; Saturday in 
Moot Courtroom, O'Brian Hall, 
Amherst campus. Featured will 
be reports by members from 
the European continent and 
from the United Kingdom on 
the state of wor_!.dwide belief in 
the paranormal; a presentation 
by magician and author James 
Randi and his c,phorts in "Pro­
ject Alpha," an experiment 
which discredited research be­
ing conducted at the McDon­
nell Laboratory for Psychical 
Research; reports on anjmal 
mutilations, star maps and 
UFO's, and discussions ·of the 
. 'I . 
serious journalist. 
5) From someone I had 
thought at least had some 
respect for me-"What does 
Tlie Opinion do, print any arti­
cle it gets?" 
. Actualry, most of the obser­
vations tr.ansrriitted to me were 
mildly positive, and for that I 
thank you. I thank you all . 
Enough, though, of the past. 
Let us get on to more mundane 
things. . 
After a year of studying the 
law, "it came to my attention 
that I had · been spending far 
too much time ,on doing exact­
ly that-stud'ying the law. As a 
result, I took) t upon myself to 
remedy t~ situation, in order 
that I would 'be able to indulge 
in · some of the more salient 
things in life-:-esuch as drinking 
heavily on Friday night and 
playing softball Saturday mor­
ning. 
The System 
To accomplish this lofty 
goal, I have established several 
PQlicies for myself that are in­
tended to,·reduce the amount 
of time I _spend on law-type 
work: 
1) The first thing I do when 
given a case to read is to see 
who wrote the court's opinion. 
If Rehnquist or Douglas is 
responsible, you know how it's 
going to come out, so what's 
t~e sense of reading it? As fi!r 
as the rationales, it's really 
quite simple- Rehnquist 
represents the forces of evil 
and Douglas · represents the 
forces of good. 
2) I've stopped reading foot-
notes. It seems to me that'if it 
isn't important enough to put 
into the opinion itself, it can't 
be important enough for me to 
read. Also, they ·usually put· 
fo~tnotes in that teeny-weeny 
type that require.s a magnifying 
glass (or contact lenses with a 
stronger prescription than tlie 
pair I've got). 
3) I don't read dissenting opi-
nions anymore. I have two pro-
blems with dissents . The first is 
that if a bunch of judges can't 
agree on a legal issue, how do 
they expect me to figure it out? 
Second, being a laid-back, 
mellowed-out Californian now, 
I don't want to deal with peo-
pie who can't get along with 
each other . Judges who 
disagree with each other ob­
viously aren't ·at peace with 
themselves or with the 
universe (O.K., O.K., that's the 
last thing about California). · 
4) When reading an assign-
ment in a casebook, one often 
comes upon a section entitled 
"Questions" or "Problems" or 
"Questions and Problems" or 
"Problems and Questions." 
These are history before I even 
get to them. The way I look at 
it is this- If the casebook 
authors know the answers to 
these questions and problems, 
they should tell me what they 
are. For thirty dollars a book 
the least \h~y _can do is. give me 
some answers. Ori the· other 
hand, if the casebook author 
doesn't know the answer, how 
the hell does he expect me to 
know? 
5) ~finally, I refu~e t~. read 
evidence for parapsychology, 
paranormal health cures and 
reasons for belief in the 
paranormal. Registration infor­
mation may be obtained by . 
calling 834-3222. 
Film: 
The Year of Living Dangerous­
ly, 4:30, 7:00 and 9:30 p.fll ., 
Woldman Theatre, Norton 
Hall, Amherst campus. See Oc­
tober 27 listing for details . 
Halloween (John Carpenter, 
1978), a psychotic killer stalks 
his prey on Halloween night, 
Midnight, Woldman Theatre, 
Norton Hall. Amherst campus. 
Admission, · 51 .75, students; 
52.25, non-students. 
Music: 
Buffalo New Music, a program 
of works by Western New York 
composers, will be presented 
at 8:00 p.m .• Katharine Cornell 
Theatre, Ellicott Complex, 
Amherst campus. Tickets at 55, 
general audience; 54, UB facul­
ty and staff, and 52, students, 
senior adults, and the 
unemployed, available at 
Ticketron outlets, 8 Capen 
Hal~. Amherst campus, Har­
riman Hall Ticket Office, Main 
.Street campus, Black Moun­
tain College 11 offices at 451 
Porter Quadrangle, Ellicott 
Complex, Amherst campus, 
and at the doof. 
SATURDAY, 6CtO'BER 29 
Conference on Science and· 
the Paranormal: Conference on 
Science, Skepticism and the 
Paranormal continues in 
O'Brian Hall . See October 28 
listing for details. 
Music: 
Mitchell Korn, whom the 
Chicago Tribune has dubbed 
"the w_9rl<!'.s , ~~~ · 12-string 
any law review article. They you's -.coming · from the . 1~ . 
use too many big words that I library already. You· are all 
don't know the meanings of. ·. very welc.ome. · . 
As far as I'm concerned; the . Considering all the _time y~· 
only good law review article is will riow have on your hands, it 
one with a lot of footnotes . · seems· to me to be appropriate 
You should see me when I 
come across 'any reading 
assignment with a lot of ·foot: 
. notes in it-pure ecstasy. And 
no, the reason that I don't read. 
law review• articles is not that 
. I'm mad that-I didn't make !aw 
' review. Well, all right, maybe it 
is a little. ' · · 
It is at this point that. it 
should become apparent that I 
have .cut your basic thirty to 
fifty page reading assignment 
dow_n to ten to fifteen pages: ( 
can hear the chorus of thank . 
Loan Dela.ults. 
• • 
. the New York State refund due continued from page·1 
a liaison between the student 
. borrower and the lender in an 
attempt to avoid defauldng of' · 
a loan. · 
HESC has also intensified its 
efforts in the collecting ofstu-
dent loans that enter defauit 
status . There have been · 
several legislative changes on 
both a state and federal leve.1 
that have enhanced HESC's 
collection efforts . 
. The most . prominent 
legislative changes center . 
around HESC's ability . to 
search Internal Revenue Ser-
vice (IRS) files for addresses .on 
"skip" accounts and the ability, ·. tax refund will automatically 
of the Corpc;>ration to attach be forwarded to HESC for ap-fe
. red to collection agencies and 
guitarist," will perform at 8:00 law firms h'as also · shown a 
p.m ., Katharine Cornell dramatic intrease in the last 
Theatre, Ellicott Complex, . y~ar.· These loans are referred 
Amherst campus. Korn's ap- to the . agencies with the 
pearance is part of a nation- understanding that monies will 
wide tour promoting his newly- · be collected within a specified 
released album, The Natural period of time or litigation will 
Sciences. Tickets at S5, gener~I commence. Collections by the 
admission; S4, UB faculty and · ' agencies under contract of 
staff, and S2, students, senior HESC has increased 182 per­
adults and the unemployed; · cent for the fiscal year 1982-83 
available at Ticketron outlets, 
8 Capen · Hall, Amherst cam-
pus, Harriman Hall Ticket Of-
fice, Main Street campus, 451 
Porter Quadrangle, Ellicott 
Complex, Amherst campus, 
and at the door. 
Film: 
Videodrome (David 
Cronenberg, 1983), television · 
and video piracy tale set in 
Toronto, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00 and . 
10:00 p.m., Woldman Theatre, 
Norton Hall, Amherst campus. 
Admission, first show only, 
S1 .25, students; 52.25, non-
students . Later screenings,. 
51 .75, students; 52.25, non, 
students. 
Halloween, Midnight, 
Woldman Theatre, Amherst 
campus. See-October 28 listing 
for details. 
Guided Tour: 
Darwin · D. Martin House1 designed by Frank Lloyct 
Wright, 10:00 a.m. and !'loon, · 
125 Jewett Parkway, Buffalo. 
Conducted by the Western · 
New York Chapter of the Socie-
ty of Architectural Historians. 
Donations: 52. 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30 
Poetry Reading: 
Carolyn Forche, whose book of 
poems, The Country Between 
Us, was the 1981 Lamont 
continued on page 8 
Octo~.r 2fi!, 1,.~ QPi.~io~ , _ Pa~,-,.ree 
) f t .. ~ f' f A • ..,., 
0 
' •' ·•· " •/ .,. " I •J· I 'L\.\ ' 
to finish with ·· one of , my 
favorite · quotes concerning 
time (from Lewis Carroll's 
Through the Looking Glass): 
'The time has come,' the 
Wair,/s: said, · . · 
'T0·talk of many things: . 
Of sfioes-and ships-:and 
sea/ins-wax -
·· Of · cabbages -and 
kings~ 
And ·why the sea is boiling 
hot..i. 
And ·whether pigs have 
wings.' 
as compared to the previous 
fiscal year. Referrals for that 
same period of time are up 9.3 
percent. 
The results of the Corpora­
tion's efforts are evident in 
that collections for defaulted _ 
student loans for the fiscal 
year 1982"83 reached approx-
imately 520,000,000.00. This 
represents a 30 percent in­
crease over the previous fiscal 
year. 
It is anticipated that approx­
imately one billion dollars 'in 
student loans will enter repay­
ment over the n~xt year. This 
will have a major impact on 
the Corporation's default pro,, 
gram . In an attempt to handle 
the anticipated incre.ase in 
defaults, HESC is currently ad-
ding additional collec;,tion per-
sonnel as well as further com-
puterizing its claim and collec­
tion units thus, maximizing its 
efforts to avoid default claims 
that cannot be avoided. 
· The Corporation also sup­
ports the efforts of the Depart­
ment of Education as well as 
the National Council of Higher 
Education Loan Programs 
Default Committee in their et-
forts to identify procedures 
which will result in a decline in 
the number of loans entering 
default 'in the years to come. 
, I • 
defaulters. 
T~e I.RS match has been ex-
trem'ely productive for the Cor­
poratioli . HESC forwards 
listings of its defaulters whose 
addresses are "unknown" and 
has been successful in obtain­
ing current addresses in about 
50 percent of the referrals . 
A legislative change, on a 
state level in 1982, now ,allows 
HE.SC the right to any tax re­
fund due a New York State 
resident who has defaulted on 
his or her ·Guaranteed Student 
Loan. If New York State has.ob­
tained a judgement against the 
borrower, the New York State 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
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representation by redefining response to about half of the 
income so as to include calls for assistance. Perhaps it 
government benefits received is the effect of that realization 
in judging if a person 's income along with a deep commitment 
is within the maximum allow· to persevere in spite of that ef­
ed, and by denying legal fect (for reasons other than a 
assistance to persons with monetary reward), that causes 
more than $15,000 equity in a the attitude Mr. Cass deems 
home. Considering these very "self-righteous", but I tend to 
debilitating actions, no one see it more as a normal 
could realistically point to the response under the cir­
,,_., 
w....... legal services attorneys' lobby­ cumstances. As for being call­
.. . 0 ~•11 ·1 
..... lf. . i:-;.,.· ing against local referendums ed "confrontationalist," I don't 
C.OOD UJU:: ~ and supporting community ac­ know whether to be insulted or 
Toxic Chemical 
Regulation Films 
The to /lowing ti lms are shown in con1unc tion w ith Ba rry Boyer' s 
Toxic Chemica l Regulation class All tilms w ill be in O 'Brian Hall , are 
FREE , and EVE RYONE IS WELCOME' 
KILLINGGR0UNO (50 min ) 
Monday, October J l , 4 00 p.m , Room 106 
Tuesday, November 1, J .JO p m , Room 106 
KILLINGGROUND, an ABC News " Closeup", 1s a frightening 
account ot the environmenta l ddngers ca used by the dumping o t 
industrial chemica ls Representat ives o t industry , government , and 
hea lth se rv ices debate the issues 
'" OuR o-.--, HAC<>ARO {08 min ) 
Mondav, November 7, 4 00 pm , Room 106 
Tuesday, November ll , J JO pm , Room lllb 
Th,~ documentary ot the e)(pe riences o t c it izens and government 
during two years o r turmoil at Love Canal illuminates the nat ions iirst 
encounter w,rh rhe horror or to x, c wa ste Ir shows rhe complex1 t1es ot 
rhe democratic proce,, in ac t ion and the hard-rought vi c to ry o r the 
residents 
• POSITION • 
• 
• AVAILABLE • • 
Photo Editor of 
The Opinion 
• ELECTION WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd • 
• at 3:30 p.m. in Room 724 • 
All Law Students Eligible to Run 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
P .A.D. sponsors a Red Cross 
Blood Mobile on Monday, 
November 7, 1983, from 10:00 
a.m. until 4:00 p.m. in the first 
floor student lounge. 
PLEASE support this 
worthwhile cause with your 
donation. 
LSC Attorneys­
Commitment to Needy 
tion groups as the cause of the not since I'm not really sure I 
LSC's demise. · know what it mea.ns. 
New Waves 
Talking Heads: Worth the Wait 
by Jud Weiksnar price of admission to just see hour the stage was full and the 
Although it had been five Byrne give a solo concert. sound was complete. 
years since Talking Heads last Byrne 's facial expressions, Talking Heads played most 
visited Buffalo, when they bodily contortions and vocal of their more popular tunes 
came to Alumni Arena Oc­ dynamics make him "better and added songs from the 
tober 9th people knew what to than (M)TV," to paraphrase an group's spinoff efforts-The 
expect. Word was dut that this early Heads' song. There was Catherine Wheel and Tom Tom 
tour was worth the wait, good more to this concert than Club. The sardine-can condi­
enough to rival David Bowie's David Byrne, however. In ones tion of the gym floor was the 
Serious Moonlight tour which and twos, the other Heads and only thing that prevented in­
had stopped in Buffalo just a their supporting musicians spired swaying from turning in­
month earlier. The questfon came on stage: first Tina to full-fledged dancing, The 
was, could Talking Heads live Weymouth, joining Byrne on sound. even for a gym, was not 
up tc:>, their advance billing? bass for a slowed-down version bad. After the obligatory en· 
They did. , of "Heaven." Then Jerry Har­ cores, an exhausted 'Byrne left 
When David Byrne walked ri son , Chris Frantz, two the stage. What most of the au· 
onto an empty stage with an vocalists , a guitarist , a dience did not realize was that 
acoustic guitar to do an unac· keyboard player, and a percus· Talking Heads almost cancell­
companied version of " Psycho sionist, each accompanied by ed their Buffalo show to give 
Killer," one got the feeling it a roadie or two wheeling out Byrne's voice a rest. Luckily for 
would have been worth the their equipment. After half an Buffalo. the show went on . 
N LG Urges Student Action 
The Buffalo Chapter of the munity can get to know one battered women, a one-day 
National Lawyers ' Guild another and discuss political­ conference on labor issues, 
members from across the legal issues of importance to and a forum on immigration 
country came to Buffalo to de­ us. For those of us who are law issues . 
fend prisoners accused of par­ students, the Guild provides an We encourage input and 
ticipating in the 1971 Attica opportunity to do progressive 'welcome all wggestions. If 
prison rebellion . In the pro­ work, as wel I as to address you are interested in beginning 
cess, a Guild chapter was form­ issues of tantamount impor­ a Guild pr9ject, or working 
ed. After the Attica trials end­ tance to law but not covered in with the Guild in any capacity, 
ed, the chapter continued . the Buffalo Law School cur­ drop us a note in Room 118, or 
The Buffalo Guild strives to riculum. leave a message in Box 436 
provide a forum where all Plans for the coming year in­ (Hollie Levine) or 629 (Matt 
members of the legal com- clude a panel discussion on Fusco) . 
Pr~T.o WORD PROCESSING - TYPING4pe 
Your Future Can't Wait Much Longer 
It's time to start preparing for your career after law school. Prototype can 
h_elp you send you~ letters of application to prospective employers in law 
firms a~d corpor~t1ons . Our computer technology provides custom-typed, 
professional quality cover letters and resumes at prices often lower than 
traditional typing services. 
Ask For Randy 
Complete Editin1 Capability 
No need for re typi n11 when editing drafts 
Repelillve Work at Reduced Prices 
Xeroxin11, Printin11. Bulk Mailing 
Printed to look like Typeset 
OrTypewritten 
All Work Guaranteed 
CALL PROTO-TYPE - 883-3348 
con tinued from page 2 
eluding some who have public· 
ly stated they are against conti· 
nuing the legal services pro· 
gram . Additionally, the LSC 
itse lf helps to destroy its effec­
tiveness through such actions 
as issuing proposed rules 
which would make it substan· 
tially difficult for the poor and 
elderly to obtain legal 
Finally, on a strictly per­
sonal level, I am offended by 
the prospect of being labeled a 
" self-righteous, confronta­
tionalist, idealistic" legal ser­
vices attorney. I defy anyone 
to remain idealistic after work­
ing for any length of time in an 
understaffed legal services of­
fice and realizing_ that its 
resources will only allow a 
, , , . .
--- -......_,..__..,.._ 
. .. 
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Saturday Seminar-1983 
,~~- ~I/I ll " 
'/ 
Date: November 5I~ ,vj# , ,Time: 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 15' ,_ , Place: Sher.aton Inn-Buffalo East 
Walden Ave. at 1-90 (~xit 52E) 
14225 '• 
, ,An Essential Update for Every Practicing Attorney Buffalo, N.v . 
·Sha~pen your practice of. the law wit~ knowledge of alI the recently 
decided cases and new statutes in fields such as General Torts I 
Medical Malpractice, Motor Vehicle Liability, Pleadings, Practice 
and Evidence. 
Program Chairman: Bert Bauman, Esq., Bauman, Q_reene, Sims & KLinkis 
Local Chairman: Paul W. Beltz, Esg., Buffalo, NY . 
LECTURE-S: I 
BERT BAUMAN, Esq. LESTER FETELL, Esq. PERRY PAZER, Esq. 
Fete/1 & Coen Pazer & Epstein 
PROF. RICHARD FARRELL SANDRA KREVITSKY, Esq. PROF. PERRY REICH 
Brooklyn Law School Weinstein, Chayt & Bard Law Secy. to Justice Titone, 
App. Div., 2nd Dept. 
MORNING SESSION 
Miscellaneous Cases Trial Practice General Obligations Law 
New Legislation Pleadings and Venue Contribution and Indemnity 
Disclosure and Discovery 
AFTERNOON SESSION 
Malpractice Motor Vehicle Liability Products Liability 
Construction Accidents Evidence Damages 
FREE OF CHARGE TO ALL LAW STUDENTS 
ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN ATTENDING PLEASE SIGN UP WITH CLEO, ROOM 
319 or PATTI, ROOM 317 
' ., 
THERE'S A LOT MORE TO EFFECTIVE 
. . . 
BAR PREPARATION THAN OUTLINES, 
LECTU.RES AND PRACTICE EXAMS. 
While BRC offers you the finest law summaries The cumulative effect of these variables 
and lectures and the most comprehensive and makes each student truly unique. That Is why 
sophisticated tasting p~ram avallable. we think BRC has gone well beyond the traditional ap• 
there Is more to effective bar preparation. proach to bar reviewing by developing a wide 
range of . features, special programs and op­Each Individual approaches the bar exam with tions that allow our students to tailor the
special strengths and weaknesses. In addition to 
course to their personal needs a wide ·disparity In substantive areas, some 
students have less self-dlsclpllne than others, 
some have problems with writing essays or • Detailed Study Regimen 
answering multiple choice questions, some have • Continuous Evaluation 
trouble remembering all the teatabfe detail, and 
some have speclal time and travel pressures that • Marino Problem Integration 
can Impede full bar preparation. • Josephson Issue Graphs 
Some bar-applicants wfll work full time during 
• Examsmans~ip Clinics bar preparation while othera wlll not work at all. 
' { 
{ 
ENROUL NOW AND SAVE 
'71 BROADWAY, 17th FLOOR 
NEW YORK, NY 10008 
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Introducing Vedge's Law . . . 
BEFO#¥ tAJc 5T~Rr ca.Ass, 1"HE 
IIN1"1fll$)T)' Po..,,e t4AVE AS ,CEO 
ME -ro cAL.L lfTfEWTtO/v ro 
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..-- BAR/BRl'S COURSE 
In preparation for the Nov. 18 MPRE 
examination will be offered twice: 
Sunday, Nov. 13, 12:00-6:00p.m., 
Room 107 
Wednesday, Nov. 16, 5:00-11:00 p.m.·, 
Room 107 
The course is FREE to all BAR/BRI 
enrollees, with a deposit of '$75, fully 
credited toward their BAR/BRI tuition 
and includes: 
• 4 hour lecture 
• 2 ·hour testing 
• MPRE book and outline materials 
You'll be-confident you've enr·olled in 
the cou~se that provi~es th~_fil'G~ ~<?m­
prehens1ve system of lectur<r~,,fP-c~Jer1als 
and services available. ·' · l ~ 
• 
Preregistration at table u~til Nov. 11.-
... , f(.E 
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S. B.A. Appointm 
Selections for Faculty· 
Finance Committee Sp 
Larry Regan Ra 
William Alford De 
Anna Marie Richm.ond Ve 
Gina Peca Ge 
Paul Mitchell 
D~nny Figueroa Ac 
Rob Galbraith Ba 
Julian Johnson Jar 
To 
Budget and Program Review Lai 
Joe Coleman 
Steve Berkowitz Ap 
Craig Atlas To 
' 
Ed 
Academic Policy and Program Loi 
Kurt Thalwitzer Ch 
Nancy Barshter 
Rick Moore ,Ad 
Gary Kaminsky - Alternate Ed 
David Hoffman - Alternate Ga 
Ste 
Mitchell Lecture ..-- Do 
Tom Jipping Ha 
Dennis Ng 
Library 
Art Scinta 
NOTE: Alternates fully participate in c.ommitJees, but tt 
', 
Appointments Committee Members: Jason Reid, Tonyifo 
Paperr10, Tracey Kassman · 
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:ment Committee 
ty-Student Commi;t'ees 
Special Program 
Raymond Perez 
Debra Williams 
Vera Robinson 
Gerry Pickett - Alternate 
Academic Stds. and Standing 
Barbara Barton 
James Kissel 
Tony Torres.. 
Laurie Cohen - Alternate 
Appointments 
Tom Bantle 
Ed Peace 
Louise McMillan 
Charlotte Sibley • Alternate . 
,Admissions · 
Ed Murphy. 
Gayle Eagan 
Steve Wickmark 
Donna Knight 
Hanif Abdu:.sabr - Mternate 
' . 
Jt they do not vote unless permitted. 
fforres, Sarah Ayer, Rob Sant, Judy Olin, 'Tom Bantle, Jill 
' ~ . '· 
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1984 
NEW YORK 
BOOKS ARE HERE! 
BOOK DISTRIBUTION DAYS ARE 
WEDNESDAY OcT. 26-~ FRIDAY Nov. 18 
ALL 1984 ANO 1985 .GRADUATES WHO 
HAVE · PAID-OR -WISH TO P'AY THEIR $150 
DEPOSIT MAY PICK UP THEIR 1984 NEW 
YORK VOLUMES. IF YOU HAVE PREVIOUSLY 
.BEEN l~SUED OLD NEW YORK BOOKS, YOU 
M·UST RETURN .THEM TO RECEIVE YOUR 
·NEW BOOKS . . 
·_ PLEA~iCJJoft; ·1984 NEW YORK BOOKS FOR 
THE CLASS OF 
1985 WILL BE DISTRIBUTED . 
ON A FIRST- COME, 
FIRST-SERVED BASIS. 
.• -· 
· ·, .' : •. , , 
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i Mitchell Lecture -~rvey 
Please check the topics that interest you . (If you know of a person to pr,esent the lecture, please indicate 
his· or her name in the margin.) 
Civil Rights 
Race in the American Legal Profession 
Hispanics in the Law - T,he Effects of Affirmative Action on Hispanic Enrollment in the Legal Profesi'on 
--- Defending Unpopular Clients - i .e. Jones of Guyana, Squeaky Froome 
___ Legal Rights of Native Americans 
International Law & Human Rights 
lmmigh'1tion Law 
International Law & U.S. Foreign Policy 
Military Spending/Nuclear Freeze Campaign 
Legal Issues in the Middle East 
Multinational Corporations 
Consititutional Law 
Impact of Reaganomicson the Bill of Rights 
Fourth Amendment guarantees of the Consititution - Search & Seizure 
.22 Caliber Killer Case 
Reform of the Judicial System 
Insanity Defense 
· Sports & Entertainment Law 
_ __ Negotiating Contracts of Athletes and Entertainers 
Family Law 
Incest 
___ Family Violence 
Law & Business 
Law & Economic,s 
Mergers and Antitrust 
Monopolies - AT&T, IBM 
Tax Reform 
Federal Regulation of Corporations 
Deregulation - Impact on Consumers 
Other Topics of Interest _______________.,.,!,,.____________..:_______ 
,, Happenings 
continued from page 3 
Poetry Selection of the 
American Academy of Poets, 
reads from her works at 2:00 
p .m., Allentown Community 
Center, 111 Elmwood Avenue 
Buffalo. ' 
Guided Tour: 
D~rwin D. Martin House, 
designed by Frank Lloyd 
Wright, 1:00 -p.m ., 125 Jewett 
Parkway, Buffalo. Conducted 
by the Western New York 
Chapter ·of the Society of Ar­
chitectural Historians. Dona­
tion: $2. 
CONTINUING 
EXHIBITS: 
Diary bf a House: The Early 
Years : Drawings, cor­
respondence, photographs and 
artifacts relating to Frank 
Lloyd Wright's design of the 
Martin House built between 
19()4 and 1906, 125 Jewett 
Parkway._ Through December 
31 . Hours: 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 
p.m., Saturday; 10:00 a.m. to 
3:00 p.m. on Sunday. Spon­
sored by the School of Ar­
chitecture and Environmental 
Design. 
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Last Friday's Hayride out near Holland 
featured gorgeous fall scenery, food, wine, 
good friends and of course the hayride. After 
the ride, students retired inside to relax, and-­
much impromptu entertainment was provided. . 
Shown here, students ring autumn out with 
go~ ~ 
Photos by 
Kathy O'Hara 
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Save._fflOriey and receive 
con11·nuous support from 
Josephson CESIBRC, America's 
. ·-
finest academic tea.m 
Slo<:e most of you ~IH ~vent~all~• take a bar review course, it makes sense to enroit now 
ln :~c. the nation's. , • .est growin~ bar review course and receive early benefits. Y~u pay 
on~ • $50 down payment, and r-ece1ve the following: 
- ~- IRC OUTLINES THROUGHOUT LAW • . • BIG DISCOUNTS ON CES MAT.ERIALS 
· · · SCHOOL · First and second year enron-.s wm be 
_ · Pre-enroliment In . BFIC entitle$ you to entitled to at least a 10% ·discount on ·all 
• . BRC Law Summaries; the finest bar CES legal study aids, includlf!g tl'ie Sum 
·· · review materials av'ailable, for ·us.e & Substance of Law books· and ,lecture 
. during law schoot: .These I.Jw casset.te tapes. written and dellv.tred by 
· Summaries are r,eptaced with a new, some of the nation's most outstanding 
_ revised set when.you begin actual bar ·. law professors (many author tl'ie ·major 
__ · ·preparation In ou_r cou~e. _ required law school texts), · · 
• . JOSEPHSON IS$U.E GRAPH$ (JIGS) • EXAM,Wl:1ITING·LECTURE CASSETTE 
· Special visual study aids - very First year enrollees receive valuable 
popular! · "How to Write Law School Exams'' 
lecture by Professor Michael Josephson 
- . GUARANTEED CQOASI: PRIC~ (Standard C-90 audiocassette) 
·. Stop Inflation! By enrolling now, you 
assure yourself of your bar review 
c:ourse at existing prices. • ··-...-.-........ · 
• BRC "BUDDY BUCKS" CES/BRC · 
Our "tell a friend" campaign entitles 
you to S20 for each friend who enrolls 
with BRC. Our· Campus Reps have uanno•JOSCphson/BRCBuddy Bucks for distribution. 
71 Broadway, 17th Fl., New York, N.Y. 10006 (212) 34+6180 • (212) ~81 
.. - ' . , \ 
IT'S. REALLY HERE!!! ft 
The All New 
Buffalo Law School 
Entertainment Card 
Q: What's .an Entertainment C,ard? 
A: An Entertainment Card is a card which entitles the holder to obtain discounts at local bars, 
restaurants, and movie theaters: It is sold for $10.00 by the -Commencement Committee.• 
Q: Where can I use my Entertainment Card? . 
A: The Entertainment Card may be used at any of the following bars and restaurants: Rootie's, Grandma 
Lee's, Pizza Plant, Golden Pala<;e., Library, The Steer, Boardwalk Cafe, Bullfeathers, Mindy's, .The Run-
. . 
Around, Checkers, Cheers, AND MANY MORE ..... 
· The.J;:ntertainment Card will also entitle its holder to pllrchase discounted movie ticlcets~ These tickets ~re 
valid, at all General Cinema Theaters, including the University: Boulevard, Eastern ~ills, and Thruway · 
Mall Cinema~. The movie tickets will be available for $2.50, a savings of $1.50 off the regular ticket price. 
In 'addition·, the purchaser of an Entertainment Card will also receive a discount , on upcoming Com­
mencement Committee · -sponsored activities. 
Q.· Why does the Commencement Committee sell Entertainment Cards? . 
A: .The Committee sells the cards to pay for paities throughout the year, and to raise money for gradua­
tion week activities. 
Q: Where can I purchase an Entertainment Card? 
A: They are on sale NOW in front of the library. ,;., 
• • 
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Your Resume 
• 
·~utifully 
1
typeset and printed tQ,give you 
a professional edge in the job market. 
Come in and see our complete line of -
typestyles and P01?8" choices. We take 
pride in our personal .service and 
low prices. · 
.Convenient Location on 
- Main,SJreet Campus! 
University Press 
9:30-4:15 dally Wed. til 7:15 
56s Harriman Library 
831-2588 
J L_ 
We can. Term papers, thesis, 
personalized cover letters, re­
ports. Anything. And we're fast, 
professiohal, and cheap! 
UniVersity :Press 
56s Harriman Hall 
Ma.in Street Campus 
I 
9:30 am - 4:15 pm daily 
1\ )·1 ·i \\':}?, ':)':)HH\ II \' 
Wed. evening·til 7:·l t&tpmo 
For more information call us at 831-2588 
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~ CONTACTING THE TOP 
LAW FIRMS · IN NEW 
11:¥QltK CITY IS AS EASY AS 
,l:J~~ING YOUR NAME 
r __~ X~D -LICKING A STAMP. . 
With the University Press cover letter service 
that is. Provide us with a personal cover lette; 
and let our word processor do the rest. Our com­
puter lists include firms in Boston, Washington 
Buffalo, Philadelphia and New York City. W; 
even address the envelopes. 
We take the work out of job-hunting. 
L.D University P~
-r 56s Harrima■ Ubnry 
Maia Street Campas 
831-2511 
..., 
Fanatic Predictions: The Mets Triu·mph in '84 
to end the 1969 World Series) forgot to mention about Real 
by Eric Turkewitz 
Fan is short for fanatic, a 
person enthusiastically 
devoted to a particular diver­
sion. Joe Fan comes in many 
shapes and sizes, and covers 
various degrees of fanaticism . 
The most detestable of all 
varieties is the " Jump-on-the­
bandwagon" fan . The most in­
offensive is the "Hometown" 
fan . Unquestionablly the most 
loyal is the " real fan-. " 
Joe Ju mp-on-the-bandwagon 
is at his most obnoxious 
because he always appears to 
be cheering for the winning 
team . He's hated because 
nobody always wins (except, of 
course, th.e Islanders). He waits 
to see which team is in first, 
and then adopts them as his 
own . This lowlife wouldn 't be 
caught dead in a baseball 
ballpark in April , but comes 
late September he' ll swear he 
never missed a game. 
Joe Hometown is mu ch 
mo re palatable. Though most 
of his cheering is also only 
when " his" team is winning, at 
leas t his loyalty is dictated by 
neighborhood patriotism, not 
just the standings. Hometown 
will come alive at the All-Star 
break if his team has a shot at 
the pennant. If not, the foot­
ball season is only around the 
corner. 
Real Fan is another story 
altogether. For some bizarre 
rea~on, he will never give up 
hope on the pennant until 
elimination from the race has 
been mathematicall "'- assured . 
At the appointed hour of 
mathematical elimination, 
when Joe Jump-on - the-
bandwagon is taunting him at 
a feverish pitch, the Real Fan 
will always explain that the 
rookies looked great, that the 
veterans had an off year, and 
that with a trade or two during 
the winter meetings, they are 
sure-fire contenders for the 
coming year . Then he will pro-
ceed to figure out how many 
days till opening day in April. 
This despite the fact that the 
World Sefies has not yet been 
played . 
As you may have guessed, I 
am in thi s third ca tegory . I 
already have made my se lec-
tions for the coming 1984 
season. I will discount the fact 
' that the res t of the sports 
med ia has ca lled my team 
pathetic for the last seven 
yea rs. (anybody can have a bad 
game or two) 
Yes sports fans, herew ith is 
my predict ions for 1984, whil e 
memories of the Orioles ' 
championship and lukewarm 
clubhouse ce lebration are 
fresh in your minds. I would 
like to go on record as being 
the first (and possibly only) 
sportswriter to predict that the 
New York Mets will be the 
1984 Worlds Champions. This 
prediction comes to you, not 
as you may think from the bot-
tom of a bottle but from -the 
quite luc id analysis of an ex-
cellant baseball organization . 
It is unquestionable that thi s 
team possesses all the ingre-
dients necessarytobethereci-
pients of a major tape ticker 
parade in October, a ridi culous 
Presidential phone ca ll to the 
clubhouse, and one hell of a 
champagne party. 
My determination comes 
from viewing the vast team 
potential. With George Foster 
and Darryl Strawberry in the 
outfield, the Mets have two of 
the premier home run hitters in 
baseball . The inf ield corners 
feature the be-r f irst basemen 
in baseball : Keith Hernandez 
with Hubie Brooks holding 
down third . Strength up the 
middle comes from Mookie 
Wilson , Brian Giles, Jose 
Oquendo and John Stearns, all 
of whom are potential Gold­
Glovers. Any o ther defense 
would need roller skates to 
cover as much ground . 
Baseball p eopl e will 
acknowledge that the Met 
organization also possesses 
th e best young pitchers 
anywhere. Jesse Orosco, Doug 
Sisk, Carlos Diaz, Walt Terrell, 
Ron Darling, Tim Leary and 
Jeff Butiger have careers star­
ting now that may land any 
one of them in the Hall of 
Fame. They will be the most 
sought after prizes of the 
winter meetings. Dave Johnson 
(who flew out to Clean Jones 
has ju st won consecutive Fans . They will never, ever ad­
championships with the Met's mit anything negative about 
Triple A Tidewater club. As their team to a non-believer. 
thi s year's manager, he's not Remember, only 162 days till 
talking fifth place or fourth. opening day. 
He's t alkingpennant! 
You may not believe my P.S. Pudge .Meyer is obvious-
predictions now, but the ly a real fan . His altogether 
destiny of the Mets is a dynas­ .superb article on professional 
ty . They will dominate the wrestling could obviously have 
game of baseball for the re- been written by none otf'ier 
mainder of the 1980's. than - a loyal, devoted, and 
There's one other thing I bona fide fanatic. 
Skylon Marathon. 
continued from page ·1 mile from the finish line." And 
twili ght zone; a world of then it was over. More water, 
unknown phy sica l and E RC, oranges, medical atten­
psychologica l torment. Third­ tion if needed. supportive 
year law student Jud Weiksnc;1 r shoulders, and thou ts of the 
remarked, " From twenty-one evening's Third An , JI Frank 
on, it felt I ike I was gradually Butterini Marathon 1-'arty . 
going down into a ditch. Yes , I Winner of this year 's Skylon 
hit the ditch at twenty-one " I was 21-year-old, West Seneca 
suffered from a loss of feeling native Be·rnie Prabucki , who 
in my arms. dizziness. and a finished with a blistering time 
revel ation that God was c lose of 2 hours. 21 minutes, 28 
at hand. Simply put, the wall. second s. Th~ first woman 
The final mile or so was less finisher was Vicki Scanlon of 
agonizing, as the crowd's Hamilton, Ontario, in 2 hours, 
cheer ing and the blurred fan­ 56 minutes, 38 seconds . A 
tasy that the finish line was Los handful of present and former 
Angeles in August of 1984 tap­ UB law students competed in 
ped hidden reserves of the race, including the follow­
strength. Third-year student ing (my apologies to those 
Pat Higgins noted, "I became whom I have inadvertently left 
real tired at twenty-two and a out): Frank Butterini (3:55:00), 
half, but the last mile was fun. Gary Cutler (3 :31 :00), Pat Hig­
The toughest part of the race gins (3 :45 :10), Tim Payn·e 
was the walk back to my ~ar, (2 :59:48), Rich Schaus (3:09:00), 
which my roommate p<Jrked ~ and Jud Wieksnar (3:21 :58). 
Q: Isn't it true, Mr. Schrackle, .that ... 
r 
MR-.BIRZOFF: Objection, Your Honor. 
That question calls · for innuendo, 
hearsay: and character assassination. In 
the leading case of . .. 
THE COURT: Never -mind, Counselor. 
9hj~ction sustaine~. Opposing c0D;nsel
is directed to submit that -question to ... 
~f,.i> 
State University of New York at Buffalo School of flaw 
•There --1S a choice! You can write for 
us, or we. can write about _you!
SUBMIT by November 15, or else... 
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